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ABSTRACT: Plasma post-treatment process was observed to
markedly enhance the electron field emission (EFE) properties
of ultrananocrystalline diamond (UNCD) films. TEM
examinations reveal that the prime factor which improves
the EFE properties of these films is the coalescence of
ultrasmall diamond grains (∼5 nm) forming large diamond
grains about hundreds of nanometers accompanied by the
formation of nanographitic clusters along the grain boundaries
due to the plasma post-treatment process. OES studies reveal
the presence of large proportion of atomic hydrogen and C2
(or CH) species, which are the main ingredients that altered
the granular structure of the UNCD films. In the post-
treatment process, the plasma interacts with the diamond films
by a diffusion process. The recrystallization of diamond grains started at the surface region of the material, and the interaction
zone increased with the post-treatment period. The entire diamond film can be converted into a nanocrystalline granular
structure when post-treated for a sufficient length of time.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Diamond field emitters strongly compete with cold cathode
materials for flat panel displays.1−4 Diamond films also have
attracted significant attention in vacuum microelectronics due
to their low electron affinity for electron emission, strong
bonding structure, extreme hardness to withstand ion bombard-
ment, and good thermal and electrical conductivities to handle
high currents.5−7 However, in CH4/H2 plasma-grown micro-
crystalline diamond (MCD) films, the large diamond grains (>1
μm) with large electronic band gap of 5.1 eV obstructs the
electron field emission (EFE) behavior of the materials due to a
lack of the electrons required for field emission.8,9 Nanocrystal-
line diamond (NCD) films with nanosized diamond grains
(∼hundreds of nanometers) are expected to conduct electrons
better than microcrystalline diamond (MCD) films due to the
abundance of grain boundaries. However, the grain boundaries
in NCD films are usually very sharp, showing highly insulating
characteristics, which limit the EFE behavior of the materials.
Moreover, the conductivity of the NCD films varies with the
plasma chemistry used for achieving small grain size, and the
reported results are thus inconsistent.10−12

The bias-enhanced growth (beg) process has been proven to
be a very effective growth process to induce the formation of
the nanographitic phase along the grain boundaries of diamond
films,13−15which improves the electrical properties of the NCD
films. The negative bias voltage applied while using the CH4/
H2 plasma in the microwave plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (MPECVD) sequences not only facilitates the fast

growth of diamond films, but also converts the amorphous
carbon (a-C) phases into nanographite phases, as well as
efficiently reduces the grain size. Even for a low-cost substrate,
the use of negative bias can lead to epitaxial growth of diamond
films with increased nucleation density.16,17 The formation of
sp2 bonded graphitic phases at the grain boundaries, which
create conduction channels for the electrons to be transported,
accounts for the improved EFE properties.18

In the present work, a novel approach for enhancing the EFE
properties of NCD films is being adopted, wherein diamond
films with ultrasmall grains (∼5 nm) using CH4/Ar plasma
were first grown, followed by post-treatment in CH4/Ar/H2
plasma to convert the granular structure of the diamond films
into a nanocrystalline one (∼hundreds of nm). The evolution
of the granular structure of the diamond films resulting from
the plasma post-treatment process was systematically examined
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The probable
mechanism for the improvement of the EFE properties of the
NCD films due to these post-treatment processes is discussed
in detail.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The diamond films with ultrasmall diamond grains, i.e., the
ultrananocrystalline (UNCD) films, were first grown on Si for
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investigating the effect of the post-treatment process on the evolution
of microstructure of diamond films. The Si substrates were preseeded
by ultrasonication in methanol solution containing nanosized diamond
powders (∼5 nm) and Ti powders (∼32.5 nm). The UNCD films
were grown on the Si using an MPE-CVD process (2.45 GHz, IPLAS-
CYRANNUS) in a CH4 (2%)/Ar (98%) plasma with a microwave
power of 1200 W for 60 min, with a pressure and total flow rate of 197
mbar (150 Torr) and 200 sccm (standard cubic centimeter),
respectively. The UNCD films were grown for 120 min to reach a
thickness ∼800 nm. Subsequently, the UNCD/Si films were post-
treated in a CH4 (2%)/Ar (48%)/H2 (50%) plasma, which was excited
by 1300 W microwave power in 86 mbar (65 Torr) chamber pressure,
with −300 V negative bias voltage applied on Si for different period of
time, say 30 and 60 min, to obtain diamond films of submicron grains,
which are designated as NCD1b and NCD2b films, respectively.
The surface morphology and the crystalline quality of the diamond

films were characterized using Scanning electron microscopy (SEM;
Jeol JSM-6500) and Raman spectroscopy (λ: 325 nm, Lab Raman
HR800, Jobin Yvon), respectively. The detailed microstructure and
bonding structure of the samples were examined using Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM, Jeol 2100F) and electron energy loss
spectroscopy in TEM (EELS, Gatan Enfina), respectively. The EFE
properties of the diamond films were measured using a tunable parallel
plate setup, in which the anode is a Cu-rod around 3 mm in diameter,
and the cathode-to-anode distance was controlled using a micrometer.
The current−voltage (I−V) characteristics are acquired using an
electrometer (Keithley 2410) under pressure below 1.3 × 10−6 mbar
(10−6 Torr). The EFE parameters were extracted from the obtained I−
V curves by using a Fowler−Nordheim (F−N) equation.19 The turn-
on field (E0) was designated as the point of interception of the straight
lines extrapolated from the low and high-field segments of the F−N
plots, namely, ln (Je/E

2) versus 1/E plots, where Je is the EFE current
density, and E is the applied field. The optical emission spectra of the
plasma used for growing UNCD films and those used for plasma post-
treatment process were acquired for the purpose of investigating the
mechanism by which these processes modified the granular structure
of the films.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the evolution of SEM surface morphology of
UNCD films due to the CH4/Ar/H2 post-treatment process
(under −300 V bias voltage). The UNCD0 films possess
granular structure with ultrasmall grains (∼5 nm) (Figure 1a).
CH4/Ar/H2 plasma post-treatment process for 30 min induced
the coalescence of the ultrasmall diamond grains, forming
diamond aggregates about 100 nm in size for NCD1b samples
(Figure 1b). The sizes of diamond aggregates are slightly larger
for NCD2b samples, which were post-treated for 60 min (Figure
1c). The NCD2b samples exhibit cauliflower-like morphology.
The Raman spectrum shown as curve I in Figure 2 indicates

that the UNCD0 films contain broad Raman resonance peaks
due to the smaller size of diamond grains. The presence of a D-
band (1350 cm−1) and a G-band (1580 cm−1) corresponding to
sp2-bonded carbon represents the disordered carbon and
graphitic phase.20,21 The υ1-band (1140 cm−1) and υ3-band
(1480 cm−1) represents the transpolyacetylene (tPA) phase
present at grain boundaries.22,23 Moreover, there exists a sharp
peak at 1332 cm−1 (D′-band), which corresponds to large grain
diamond, the sp3-bonded carbon. This figure shows that the
UNCD0 films consist of some large diamond grains coexisting
with ultrasmall diamond grains. Curves II and III in Figure 2
show that the characteristics of the Raman spectra of the CH4/
Ar/H2 plasma post-treated NCD samples are similar to those of
UNCD0 films, except that the intensity of diamond peak (D′-
band at 1332 cm−1) increases with post-treatment time. The
increase in D′-band peak intensity signifies that the diamond

grains grew larger, and the population of large diamond grains
increases due to the plasma post-treatment processes. More-
over, there exists a shoulder peak corresponding to graphitic
phase, (G′-band at 1600 cm−1, curve I), which indicates the
formation of nanographitic clusters.23 Restating, the post-
treatment process increases the proportion of large diamond
grains. Such a characteristic is in accord with SEM observations.
A more intriguing observation is that the plasma post-

treatment process markedly improved the EFE properties of
diamond films. Figure 3a (curve I) shows that the EFE process
of UNCD0 films can be turned on at ((E0)0) = 38.2 V/μm with
EFE current density of (Je)0 = 0.66 mA/cm2 at an applied field
of 64.8 V/μm. The turn-on field for EFE process decreases

Figure 1. SEM micrographs of (a) UNCD0 films, (b) UNCD films
post-treated in CH4/Ar/H2 plasma for 30 min, NCD1b, and (c) 60
min, NCD2b.

Figure 2. Raman spectra of (I) UNCD0 films (II) UNCD films post-
treated in CH4/Ar/H2 plasma for 30 min, NCD1b, and (III) 60 min,
NCD2b.
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monotonously with the period of CH4/Ar/H2 plasma post-
treatment process. The EFE process of NCD2b films can be
turned on at (E0)2N = 13.6 V/μm, achieving an EFE current
density of (Je)2b = 0.8 mA/cm2 at an applied field of 21.5 V/μm.
The EFE parameters, including E0 and Je, were extracted from
the Je−E curves and are summarized in Table 1. It is surprising

to observe that the EFE properties of diamond films were
improve even when the plasma post-treated UNCD films
possess markedly larger diamond grains compared to those of
the UNCD0 films.
The SEM surface morphology and Raman bonding structure

cannot adequately explain how the EFE behavior of UNCD
samples was improved due to the CH4/Ar/H2 plasma post-
treatment process. Apparently, understanding of the modifica-
tion of the microstructure of the materials due to these
processes is necessary to account for the causes that alter the
EFE behavior of the samples. Figure 4 shows the TEM
micrographs of the UNCD0 films. It should be noted that in the
preparation of TEM foil, the samples can be either ion-milled
from the Si-side, resulting in a thin foil which mainly contains
the materials near the surface region of the films (designated as
“surface”), or ion-milled from diamond- and Si-sides simulta-

neously, resulting in a thin foil which mainly contains the
materials near the Si-substrate (designated as “interface”).
Figure 4, parts aI and bI, shows the bright field (BF) TEM
micrographs of the surface and interface regions of UNCD0
films, respectively. These micrographs reveal that the micro-
structure of the interface region is the same as that in the
surface region, i.e., both regions contain some diamond
aggregates, ∼30−80 nm in size (indicated by arrows) scarcely
distributed among the matrix of ultrasmall diamond grains.
Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns shown as
insets in Figure 4, parts aI and bI, reveal the presence of smooth
diffraction rings corresponding to (111)D, (220)D, and (311)D
of diamond lattice planes, confirming that both surface and
interface regions of the samples are predominantly diamond.
Presumably, the areas showing no contrast are also diamond
grains, but they are oriented away from the zone axis, diffracting
electrons weakly. The continuous diffraction rings indicate that
the diamond grains are ultrasmall in size and are randomly
oriented. There exists a prominent central diffuse ring,
indicating the presence of sp2-bonded carbon in these samples.
The granular structure of the UNCD0 films is better illustrated
by the composed dark field (c-DF) TEM micrographs, which
are the superposition of TEM (DF) images acquired using
different portions of the ⟨111⟩ diffraction ring, as indicated by
circles in the insets in Figure 4, parts aII and bII, for surface and
interface regions of UNCD0 films, respectively. These micro-
graphs reconfirm that the microstructures of the surface and
interface regions are very alike, i.e., both of them contain large
diamond aggregates evenly dispersed in a matrix of ultrasmall
diamond grains. Restated, the UNCD0 films possess very
uniform granular structure throughout the thickness of the
sample.
The phase constituents of diamond films are best illustrated

by the selected area EELS spectra. The core-loss and plasmon-
loss EELS spectra are shown in Figure 5, parts a and b,

Figure 3. (a) EFE properties and (b) the corresponding F−N plots of
(I) UNCD0 films (II) UNCD films post-treated in CH4/Ar/H2 plasma
for 30 min, NCD1b, and (III) 60 min, NCD2b.

Table 1. Electron Field Emission Parameters, Turn-on Field
(E0) and EFE Current Density (Je) of UNCD Films and
those Post-Treated in CH4/Ar/H2 Plasma with and without
−300 V Bias Voltage

samples post-treatment condition E0 (V/μm) Je (mA/cm2)

pristine 38.2 0.66 @ 64.8 V/μm
NCD1b −300 V (30 min) 16.5 0.87 @ 32.0 V/μm
NCD2b −300 V (60 min) 13.6 0.80 @ 21.5 V/μm

Figure 4. (aI, bI) Bright field and (aII, bII) composed dark field TEM
micrographs of UNCD0 films, where aI and aII are for the surface
region and bI and bII are for the interface region of the films. The inset
shows the corresponding selected area diffraction patterns.
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respectively. Notably, while the core-loss EELS spectrum shows
the general feature of the diamond as the σ*-band near 289.5
eV and the sp2-bonded carbon (the graphite or a-C phase) as
the π*-band near 284.5 eV, it is the plasmon-loss EELS
spectrum, which can unambiguously differentiate the a-C and
the graphite phases in the sp2-bonded carbon.24−27

In the plasmon-loss EELS spectrum, the a-C phase exhibits a
peak near 22 eV (ωd1-band), whereas the graphite phase shows
a peak near 27 eV (ωd3-band).

24−27 In contrast, the diamond
phase exhibits a peak at 33 eV (ωd4-band) corresponding to
bulk plasmon with a shoulder at 23 eV (ωd2-band)
corresponding to the surface plasmon, and the ωd2/ωd4 peak
ratio is ∼1/√2.24−27 Curve I in Figure 5a shows that the core-
loss EELS spectra of UNCD0 films exhibit an abrupt rise near
289.5 eV (σ*-band) and a deep valley near 302 eV, regardless
of whether it is of the surface or interface regions. These bands
are signatures of sp3-bonded carbon, indicating that both the
surface and interface regions of the UNCD0 films are
predominately diamond. There is an insignificantly small
proportion of sp2-bonded carbon. Moreover, curve I in Figure
5b shows the plasmon-loss EELS spectrum corresponding to
surface and interface regions of UNCD0 films, which exhibit the
characteristic spectrum of diamond materials, i.e., they all show
a resonant peak at 33 eV (ωd4-band) with a shoulder at 23 eV
(ωd2-band).
However, more detail analysis reveals a subtle difference of

these EELS spectra from those of typical diamond materials.
The peak intensity ratio, ωd2/ωd4, in curve I (Figure 5b) is

slightly larger than 1/√2. The implication of such a deviation
from 1/√2 ratio is that these UNCD films contain small
amounts of amorphous carbon or the nanographite phase. The
existence of a small amount of amorphous carbon is also
inferred from the presence of a ωd1-band at 22 eV and that of
the nanographite phase from the ωd3-band at 27 eV. The EELS
observations are in accord with the TEM microstructural
investigations.
Figure 6a shows the enlarged TEM micrograph, the structure

image, of a typical large diamond grain in interface region of

UNCD0 films, which is designated as region I in Figure 4bI.
This micrograph reveals that the large diamond grains are
actually the agglomeration of ultrasmall diamond grains.
Presumably, the diamond aggregates must have been formed
by a coalescence process.28 Moreover, the coalescence process
for forming the diamond aggregates rotated the orientation of
the ultrasmall diamond grains into more or less the same
orientation, such that the diamond aggregates look like a single
crystalline diamond grain, which is indicated by the Fourier-
transformed diffractogram (FT0a-image, inset of Figure 6a).
Each of the areas contain parallel fringes, implying the presence
of planar defects, most probably the stacking faults, which are
also implied by the presence of rel-rods associated with the
major diffraction spots in ft1 and ft2 images corresponding to
areas 1 and 2 in Figure 6a. Figure 6b shows the TEM structure
image of the region adjacent to the large diamond aggregates
(designated as region II, Figure 4bI). There exist numerous
ultrasmall diamond grains in this region, which are implied by
the presence of diffraction spots arranged in a ring in the FT0b-
image corresponding to entire TEM structure image in Figure
6b. Moreover, the presence of a central diffuse ring in the FT0b-
image indicates the existence of abundant sp2-bonded carbon in
these films, which are highlighted by ft3 and ft4 images
corresponding to areas 3 and 4 in Figure 6b. Notably, the
granular structure of UNCD pristine films is uniform
throughout the thickness of the films.

Figure 5. Selected area (a) core-loss EELS and (b) plasmon-loss EELS
corresponding to the (I) representative regions (surface or interface
regions) of UNCD0, (II) surface, and (III) interface region of 60 min
plasma post-treated (NCD2b) films.

Figure 6. TEM structure image of (a) area I and (b) area II of the
interface region of UNCD0 films designated in Figure 4(bI),
respectively. FT0a and FT0b show the Fourier-transformed diffracto-
gram corresponding to the whole structure images in (a) and (b),
respectively, whereas the ft1−ft4 shows the FT images corresponding
to areas 1−4, respectively.
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Post-treatment process in CH4/Ar/H2 plasma (with −300 V
bias) markedly alters the microstructure of the UNCD films.
Figure 7aI shows the TEM (BF) micrographs of the surface

region for 30 min post-treated sample (NCD1b). It shows that
the post-treatment process induced marked growth of the
diamond aggregates in the surface region of the films to a size
as large as hundreds of nanometer. The SAED in the inset of
Figure 7aI contains discrete diffraction spots arranged in a ring
shape, which again indicates that most of the diamond grains
are large. Presumably, the large diamond grains are formed by
the coalescence of the ultrasmall diamond grains. Again, the
granular structure of these films is better illustrated by the c-DF
TEM image (Figure 7aII). Figure 7aII indicates that there exist
some uncoalesced ultrasmall diamond grains besides the large
diamond aggregates, implying that the recrystallization process
has not been completed in such a short-time plasma post-
treatment process. Figure 7, parts bI and bII, shows the BF and
c-DF TEM micrographs of the interface region of the NCD1b
sample, respectively. It is surprising to observe that this region
of NCD1b sample still contains small diamond aggregates about
80 nm in size, which is about the same size as those in UNCD0
films (cf. Figure 4a). This implies that the granular structure of
the interface region of NCD1b samples did not get altered.
These observations indicate that the CH4/Ar/H2 plasma post-
treatment process alters the granular structure via a diffusion
process. The coalescence process occurs only in the surface
layer of the films, where the species in the plasma can be reach
(via diffusion). The species in the plasma have not diffused far
enough to react with the materials in the interface layer when
the sample was post-treated for too short period, and so it
remains intact.
Apparently, a longer post-treatment process is required to

fully recrystallize the UNCD films. Figures 8a and 9a show the
TEM (BF) image of the surface and interface regions of the 60

min CH4/Ar/H2 plasma post-treated NCD2b films, respectively.
These micrographs reveal that the diamond aggregates in both
the surface and interface regions increased markedly to a size as
large as ∼250 nm, which is about 2−3 times as large as those in
UNCD films. The phase constituents of this material are best
demonstrated by the c-DF TEM micrograph shown in Figures
8b and 9b, respectively. These micrographs reveal that the
region adjacent to a large diamond aggregate (such as region I)
is actually another diamond aggregate (e.g., region II). The
boundary between the aggregates is rather sharp, like that of the
typical NCD films. Moreover, Figures 8c and 9c show the TEM
structure image corresponding to typical region of large
diamond aggregates (region “I” in Figures 8a and 9a,
respectively), which indicates that not only does the size of
the diamond aggregates increase, but also the crystallinity of the
aggregates improves. The boundaries between the ultrasmall
diamond grains disappear such that the whole diamond
aggregate looks like a single crystalline diamond grain.
However, there are still large amounts of planar defects,
stacking faults, and hexagonal diamond clusters, which are
implied by the rel-rods associated with major diffraction spots
and the systematic row of diffraction spot in FToc image (insets,
Figures 8c and 9c). The presence of stacking faults and
hexagonal diamond clusters are further confirmed by the ft1-
image and ft2-image corresponding to areas 1 and 2 in Figures
8c and 9c, respectively. Notably, the presence of planar defects
is the evidence that the coalescence of nanosized diamond
grains has occurred during the plasma post-treatment process.28

Figure 7. (aI, bI) Bright field and (aII, bII) composed dark field TEM
micrographs of 30 min plasma post-treated NCD1b films, where (aI,
aII) is for the surface region and (bI, bII) is for the interface region of
the films. The inset shows the corresponding selected area diffraction
patterns.

Figure 8. (a) Bright field and (b) composed dark field TEM
micrograph of the surface region of NCD2b films, which were plasma
post-treated for 60 min. (c) and (d) TEM structure image of the areas
I and II in surface region of NCD2b films, respectively (designated in
(a)). FT0c and FT0d show the Fourier-transformed diffractogram
corresponding to the entire structure images in (c) and (d),
respectively, whereas the ft1−ft4 shows the FT images corresponding
to areas 1−4, respectively.
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Figures 8d and 9d show the TEM structure images
corresponding to the region adjacent to the large diamond
aggregates (designated as region II, Figures 8a and 9a). This
region is actually another large diamond aggregate, which is
oriented away from the zone-axis, weakly diffracting electron,
such that the phases in the background shows up. These phases
are actually the materials that exist in the boundary between the
diamond aggregates. Moreover, these illustrations reveal that, in
the grain boundary regions, there appears to be a large number
of nanographitic clusters, which are illustrated by the donut-
shaped diffraction pattern in FTod images in the inset of Figures
8d and 9d and are highlighted by the ft3 and ft4 images
corresponding to areas 3 and 4, respectively. Interestingly,
sometimes the nanographitic clusters are so densely populated
that they form an interconnected path, which is highlighted by
a pair of dotted lines in Figures 8d and 9d. Such a high
conductivity interconnected channel is presumably the prime
factor, which resulted in superior EFE properties of the NCD2b
materials (cf. Table 1) compared with the NCD1b materials.
Restated, the nanographitic clusters always occur along with the
coalescence process of formation of diamond aggregate. It is
interesting to observe that not only the surface region, but also
the interface region of the NCD2b films undergo micro-
structural changes, when the UNCD films were post-treated in
CH4/Ar/H2 plasma for long enough periods.
The selected area EELS spectra of the surface and interface

regions of NCD2b films are shown as curves II and III in Figure
5, parts a and b, for core-loss and plasmon-loss EELs spectra,
respectively. Curves II and III of Figure 5a show that the core-

loss EELS spectra of the 60 min plasma post-treated NCD2b
films also contain an abrupt rise near 289.5 eV (σ*-band) and a
deep valley near 302 eV, inferring that these materials are
predominately diamond. There is an insignificantly small
proportion of sp2-bonded carbon. Moreover, curves II and III
of Figure 5b indicate that the plasmon-loss EELS spectra of
NCD2b films exhibit a resonant peak at 33 eV (ωd4-band) with
a shoulder at 23 eV (ωd2-band), which is the characteristic
spectrum of diamond materials. However, the peak intensity
ratio, ωd2/ωd4, is slightly larger than 1/√2, implying that the
plasma post-treated NCD2b films contain some amount of
amorphous carbon. The EELS observations concur well with
the TEM microstructural investigations in Figures 8 and 9.
It should be noted that the NCD films grown directly on Si

substrate using CH4/Ar/H2 plasma also contain uniform
diamond grains about 200−300 nm in size. But these films
are basically insulating and possess inferior EFE properties,
since they contain very sharp and clean grain boundaries. In
contrast, the NCD films formed by the modification of the
microstructure of UNCD films contain a nanographitic phase
along the grain boundaries, which is the prime factor, resulting
in enhanced EFE properties of the films. However, the question
that remains unsolved is how the plasma post-treatment
process alters the granular structure of the UNCD films. To
explore the genuine mechanism behind the plasma post-
treatment process that modifies the microstructure of the
UNCD materials, the constituents of the species contained in
the plasma were characterized by optical emission spectroscopy.
Spectrum I in Figure 10 shows the OES spectra of CH4/Ar,

which were used for growing UNCD films, and spectrum II in
Figure 10 reveals the CH4/Ar/H2 plasma, which were used for
the post-treatment process to induce the coalescence of
diamond grains. Spectrum I mainly contains a Swan-band
with peaks near 470, 512, and 560 nm, which are the emissions
from the C2 species. There also exists a spectral line from CH
species near 388 nm.29,30 The positively charged C2

+ and CH+

species are expected to be present in the CH4/Ar/H2
plasma,31,32 but the intensities of these spectral lines are too
weak to be observable. The spectral lines from Ar species
located over the ∼700 nm regime are less prominent.
Presumably, besides the C2 species observed in the OES,
there are other carbonaceous species, such as C, CH, etc.,
present in the CH4/Ar plasma, which do not emit spectral lines.
Whether it is the C2 species that grows UNCD films,33,34 or the

Figure 9. (a) Bright field and (b) composed dark field TEM
micrograph of the interface region of NCD2b films, which were plasma
post-treated for 60 min. (c) and (d) TEM structure image of the areas
I and II in interface region of NCD2b films, respectively (designated in
“a”). FT0c and FT0d show the Fourier-transformed diffractogram
corresponding to entire structure images in “c” and “d”, respectively,
whereas the ft1−ft4 shows the FT images corresponding to areas 1−4,
respectively.

Figure 10. Optical emission spectrum of (I) CH4/Ar plasma used for
growing UNCD layers and (II) CH4/Ar/H2 plasma used for the post-
treatment of the UNCD layers for growing NCD films.
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other carbonaceous species35−38 that forms the ultrasmall grain
microstructure is still debatable. However, it is clear that the
granular structure of UNCD films is very unique, that is, the
UNCD films contain uniformly small (∼5 nm) diamond grains.
The grain boundary thickness is relatively large (∼0.1 nm). The
UNCD films are relatively open in structure compared with
NCD or MCD films. Hence, the nanosized diamond grains will
coalesce once the encapsulating hydrocarbon layer disinte-
grates.
In contrast, spectrum II in Figure 10 shows that theCH4/Ar/

H2 plasma contains atomic hydrogen species at 656.3 nm,
besides Swan band and Ar species. The presence of atomic
hydrogen species is presumed to be the main factor by which
the post-treatment processes alter the granular structure of the
UNCD layers, as the atomic hydrogen can diffuse almost
instantaneously.39 It is believed that atomic hydrogen present in
the plasma first diffused into the UNCD films along the grain
boundaries, attacking the hydrocarbon in the grain boundaries
and dissociating the tPA phase, which in turn induced the
coalescence of the nanosized diamond grains. The C2 species
followed the H species to diffuse inward. The C2 species were
expelled by the coalesced diamond aggregates and finally
bonded with one another to form nanographitic phase. These
C2 species are the main ingredients forming the nanographitic
phase, which is supported by the observations that when the
UNCD films were post-treated in H2 plasma, coalescence of
nanosized diamond grain will occur but formation of
nanographitic phase will not be induced.40 The role of CH
species in the plasma on the modification of granular structure
of UNCD films is not clear. Probably, it plays the same role as
C2 species in facilitating the formation of nanographitic phase.
However, the concentration of CH species is small compared to
that of C2 species, and their effect is expected to be much
smaller. The application of bias voltage in the plasma post-
treatment process increases the plasma temperature (Te) and
thus increases the amount of C2 and CH species contained in
the plasma relative to H species.15 Moreover, the application of
bias voltage increased the kinetic energy of positive charged
species such as C2

+, CH+, H+, Ar+, etc. However, since the
proportion of positive charged species in the plasma is small
compared with those of neutral species, the significance of
increased kinetic energy for the charged species might not be as
important as the increase in proportion of C2 and CH species.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Microstructure evolution of diamond films with ultrananocrys-
talline granular structure as a result of CH4/Ar/H2 plasma post-
treatment processes was investigated. When post-treated for a
short period (30 min), only the surface region of diamond films
gets coalesced, which converted the ultrasmall diamond grains
(∼5 nm) into large diamond aggregates about 200−300 nm in
size, whereas the interface region near the diamond-to-Si
interface remains intact. The ultrasmall grains rotated to almost
align in the same orientation such that the large diamond
aggregates look like large single crystalline diamond grains. A
large proportion of stacking faults was observed. Only when the
diamond films were plasma post-treated for a long enough
period (60 min), both the surface and interface regions get
recrystallized, resulting in NCD grains (∼hundreds of nano-
meters) with uniform granular structure. However, a large
proportion of nanographitic clusters were induced along the
grain boundaries of the films, which resulted in markedly better
electron field emission properties of these films, compared with

the conventional NCD films grown directly on Si substrates
using CH4/Ar/H2 plasma. OES studies reveal that while the
hydrogen species contained in the plasma can induce the
coalescence process, the C2 species is the main ingredient,
which induced the formation of a nanographitic phase for
facilitating the transport of electrons, thereby improving the
EFE properties.
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